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Résumé

La f iabi l i té des résultats de n'importe quelle simulation continue
dépend non seulement de la précision des techniques numériques et de la
validité du modèle mais également, et cela va de soi, de la confiance avec
laquelle les paramètres d'entrée peuvent être prescri ts . Dans toute
simulation, les paramètres sont exposés à divers degrés d'incertitude et
l 'on peut souvent avoir recours à des techniques d'optimisation pour
améliorer systématiquement l 'évaluation de ces paramètres en comparant les
résultats provenant de composants de modèles de simulation avec les données
disponibles.

Cette technique diffère nettement du problème habituel de minimisation
en ce que l 'objectif à minimiser dépend des résultats de l ' intégration
d'une série d'équations différentielles non-linéaires. Ces résultats sont
coûteux et par suite des non-linéarités i l s peuvent être extrêmement
sensibles aux petites variations des paramètres. Pour rendre l'opération
réalistement économique, i l faut donc employer des algorithmes très
efficaces aussi bien pour l ' intégration que pour l'optimisation

Dans ce rapport, on commente la mécanique de l ' identif ication
automatisée des paramètres dans les programmes de simulation et on passe en
revue les algorithmes disponibles d'intégration et d'optimisation ainsi que
leur interaction avec les options d'optimisation récemment développées dans
les programmes de simulation FORSIM et MACKSIM. Dans le programme MACKSIM
destiné à la simulation cinétique chimique à action de masse, la forme et
la structure des équations différentielles ordinaires que l'on emploie sont
connues, de sorte que la réalisation d'une option d'optimisation est
relativement simple. FORSIM, cependant, a été conçu pour intégrer les
équations différentielles ordinaires et part iel les ayant une définition
a rb i t r a i t e . Du fait que la forme de ces équations n'est pas connue
d'avance, le concept de l 'option d'optimisation est plus complexe, mais
cette philosophie peut s'appliquer à la plupart des programmes de
simulation. Dans les deux cas, cependant, l'invocation de l ' interface
d'optimisation est simple et à la portée des u t i l i sa teurs .

On explique en détail la façon d 'u t i l i se r le mode d'optimisation pour
chaque programme; des applications particulières sont données à t i t r e
d'exemples.
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ABSTRACT

The reliability of the results of any continuous simulation depend, not
only on the accuracy of the numerical techniques and the validity of the
model, but also, of course, on the confidence with which the input
parameters can be prescribed. In any simulation, parameters are subject
to various degrees of uncertainty, and it is frequently possible to use
optimization techniques to systematically improve parameter estimates by
comparing results from simulation model components with available data.

This process differs quite markedly from the usual minimization problem
in that the objective to be minimized is a function of the results of
integrating a set of non-linear differential equations. These results
are not only expensive to obtain, but because of the non-linearities,
may also prove extremely sensitive to small variations in parameters.
Thus, to make the operation realistically economic, very efficient
algorithms must be used both to integrate and to optimize.

This report discusses the mechanics of automated parameter identifica-
tion in simulation packages, and reviews available integration and
optimization algorithms and their interaction within the recently
developed optimization options in the FORSIM and MACKSIM simulation
packages. In the MACKSIM mass-action chemical kinetics simulation pack-
age, the form and structure of the ordinary differential equations
involved is known, so the implementation of an optimizing option is
relatively straightforward. FORSIM, however, is designed to integrate
ordinary and partial differential equations of arbitrary definition. As
the form of the equations i=3 not known in advance, the design of the
optimizing option is more intricate, but the philosophy could be applied
to most simulation packages. In either case, however, the invocation of
the optimizing interface is simple and user-oriented.

Full details for the use of the optimizing mode for each program are
given; specific applications are used as examples.
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PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
USING OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

IN THE CONTINUOUS SIMULATION PROGRAMS
FORSIM AND MACKSTM

by

M.B. Carver, C.F. Austin and N.E. Ross

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Least Squares, Optimization and Parameter Identification

Mathematical models describing physical systems usually

contain a number of empirically determined parameters. In complex

models, some of these parameters are known only very approximately.

If experimental data is available for comparison, however, better

estimates of such parameters may be obtained by optimizing techniques.

A simple example is in fitting a non-linear expansion

yc = fc(a,x) (1)

to an experimental data set of m observations y,(x), where x is an
d

independent variable and n parameters a. are to be adjusted to

improve the fit. This is often done by minimizing s, the sum of

the squares of the residual errors

m - 2

s = E <y (x.)-f (a,x.)r (2)
-i — l -J J

in a systematic manner which will be guided by the partial deriva-

tives •

p = 3s/3o. (3)

A more complex case arises when a number of functions y are to be

minimized. For example, the fitting of Jl functions y (ot,x)
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now yields £ expressions

s (a,x,,y) = y (x.) - f (a,x.,y) (4)
k. : dk : ck D

Thus changes to be made in the a. must now be guided by a numerical

assessment of the Jacobian matrix

Jk = 8s k / 8a. (5)

I i

The solution of nonlinear algebraic equations is actually

a degenerate case of the above with n=m, y, is the numeric constant

of equation k, the independent variable x is absent, and a. are

the unknowns. In other cases when m>n, the system is over deter-

mined, and the best parameter set a is sought for a number of

observations y . The best parameter set is identified as that

which minimizes some objective function. In the simple application

of data fitting, the objective function is usually some function of

the squais of the residual errors, in the more general optimization

case, the objective function may be the inverse of an objective

which is required to be maximal.

The mathematical foundation of optimization techniques is

well covered in a large number of publications. Himmelblau[1] has

a very practical description, and references [2] and [3] contain

further details.

1.2 Application to Ordinary Differential Equation Systems

In all the above cases, the computed functions f (a,x.)

are algebraic expressions and, therefore, inexpensive to evaluate.

Frequently, however, the required functions can only be obtained by

integrating a set of differential equations. The a are then
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parameters in an initial value problem comprising I ordinary dif-

ferential equations

x
f (x,a,f ) -- fn f (x,a f )dt
c, c 0 c, c
k k

f (0,a,?J = f (a) (6)

ck c k

k = 1,1

The expression f is no longer algebraic, but a result
Ck

of a numerical integration which could be time-consuming to com-

plete. Furthermore the effect of the a is diffused throughout the

individual f during the evolution of the integration, so the

k
Jacobian matrix (5) may be coupled only weakly. As the computed

functions may be returned to the optimizer in similar format,

whether they are generated from algebraic relationships or by

integration, the optimizing technique can be the same. However, a

solution of the differential equation optimizing problem can con-

sume orders of magnitude more effort, and requires extremely

efficient components; an optimizer which minimizes the number of

integrations required and an integrator which minimizes computing

time per integration.

2. AVAILABLE SOFTWARE

The mathematical foundations of both optimization and

integration are discussed at length in a number of excellent pub-

lications, and will not be expounded here. In putting together a

user-oriented package it is, however, necessary to ensure that the

component parts are drawn from quality software in which routines

not only utilize efficient techniques, but are also implemented in

a robust manner.
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2.1 The Simulation Packages

The MACKSIM and FORSIM simulation packages have both been

available for some time, and their use is widespread. The imple-

mentation of optimizing techniques described here pertain specifi-

cally to only these packages, but the general principles involved,

and a number of the detailed considerations, are equally applicable

to any number of differential equation simulation codes.

FORSIM is a general simulation package for the automatic

integration of coupled sets of ordinary differential equations, and

partial differential equations in one and two spatial dimensions.

As the scope of such ~>. package is immense, the user has the freedom

to write a number of subroutines to describe his equations and data

in suitable form. The FORSIM system then automatically integrates

the equations. Details of implementation and applications of

FORSIM are given in a number of publications [4 & 5].

MACKSIM is a specialized simulation package designed for

the automatic solution of mass-action chemical kinetics problems.

The code accepts equations in alphanumeric chemical form, auto-

matically generates the associated differential equations, and then

proceeds with the numerical integration. Details of MACKSIM imple-

mentation and applications are given in references 6 & 7.

2.2 The Integrator

Whether the physical problem addressed arises from partial

differential equations in FORSIM, or chemical reaction equations in

MACKSIM, it is eventually converted automatically into a set of

initial value ordinary differential equations, which are then
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presented to an integrator. The integration routine, GEARZ, used

in both packages has been developed to a high level of sophistica-

tion. It is an extension of the Hindmarsh-Gear integrators [8] but

uses the sparse matrix routines of Curtis and Reid[9] to expediate

the handling of the Jacobian matrix, thus making it unquestionably

among the most efficient routines available for the integration of

large stiff equation sets typical of those arising in applied

simulation. The code is discussed and compared with other state of

the art codes in references 10 & 11.

2.3 The Optimizer

A number of optimization routines were considered, and

the choice was reduced to two routines, the routine ZSSQ, available

on the IMSL library [12], and VA05, available on the Harwell sub-

routine library [13]. ZSSQ uses a modification of the Marquadt

method [14] and VA05 uses a combination of Newton Raphson, Marquadt

and steepest descent [15].

Each routine behaved efficiently and stably during pre-

liminary tests with algebraic functions, but in applications in-

volving differential equations, VA05 was clearly superior. This is

principally because, although both routines compute numerical

approximations to the Jacobian (5), VA05 is considerably more

cautious in choosing suitable increments to apply. Such caution is

necessary because the results of an integration, particularly for

long time frames, are inordinately sensitive to changes in initial

parameters. The VA05 routine also permits a significant amount of

external control over the optimizer. These two factors make the
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Figure 1
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routine ideal for differential equation applications. The ZSSQ

routine became unstable in every differential equation test case.

2.4 Implementation Philosophy

The overall flow structure of a simulation package is

illustrated in Figure la. Basically the package comprises an input

phase which digests the initial data, an initialization phase to

set up the equations of the initial value problem, an execute phase

which integrates, producing output from time to time, and a terminate

phase which summarizes results in printed or graphical form.

Following completion of a particular case,the package will check

for subsequent cases which are normally invoked by data denoting

that parameter changes are to be made. The next case proceeds with

the new parameter set.

The mechanism for performing surveys of pre-established

spectra of parameters is, therefore, included in most simulation

packages. To install an optimization mode, it is necessary instead

to compute the changes to be made to specified parameters before

each integration, and each integration becomes akin to an iteration

in the optimizing sequence. The parameter change is, of course,

dictated by the response of the objective function which itself

must be computed after, or during each integration.

The optimizer is, therefore, placed in charge of directing

the selection of parameters as depicted in Figure lb. Note that

this does not in any way inhibit the use of the simulation package

in standard manner as the optimizer acts merely as a straight

through interface if optimizing mode is not invoked.



3. FUNDAMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Statement of the Problem

Given that a system may be modelled by a set of ordinary

differential equations containing estimates of a parameter set a,

yc(t,a) = fQ yc(t,a,y)dt

yc(O,a) = yo(a) (7)

and that a number of measurements y, of particular variables y.
d. . l

are available at particular times t., it is necessary to integrate

the equation set (7), to obtain computed values

yc. = yc. (V^'
m i

then compute the residual errors,

Sij = F ( yc 'yd .> (8)

ij iD

between computed and measured values. The mean square residual

1 n m 2s Z Z s.
n+m . . xj

i 3

is then computed.

A particular parameter, a , is then adjusted, and (7) is

integrated again to obtain 8s/8a . This process must be repeated

for each a until all Jacobian terms are evaluated. The optimizer

can then systematically adjust the set a towards minimizing s.

3.2 Choice of Parameters

As the optimizer must perturb each parameter individually

without affecting the others in order to numerically establish the

Jacobian matrix (5), execution time increases markedly with the
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number of parameters, so caution in assigning parameters is advised.

In general simulation applications, the magnitudes of physical

parameters may vary considerably, so it is essential that param-

eters are all normalized. The optimizer will then be dealing

entirely with parameters of order unity, and will not run into

difficulties in establishing the perturbations required to compute

the Jacobian or in assessing the relative influence of Jacobian

terms.

3.3 Choice of Objective Function

The objective function F(y , y ) must obviously
Cij ij

approach zero as y approaches y . A number of obvious choices
c d

spring to mind:

(a) (y - y , ) . simple difference

(b) (y /y - 1 ) . relative difference

(c) (log(y /y,)). logarithmic difference

c d l

Each of the above converges readily to zero, and in very

simple cases should converge to the same set a. They behave very

differently in practical application,because in effect they assign

particular weighting. In cases modelled by differential equations,

the calculated values and, of course, the data may range over

several orders of magnitude. Also the calculated values may be

very sensitive to the parameter set. Thus, if large discrepancies

exist in y and y,, the simple difference function (a) will con-
c d

verge to the large values of yn while ignoring the small ones,
d

while the relative difference will do the opposite. The loga-

rithmic difference (c) will be much more likely to converge the
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entire range as it diminishes magnitude discrepancies. This func-

tion will, therefore, return reasonable estimates of a very quickly,

but will be slow to converge further. Further convergence could be

obtained more efficiently by then using function (a) or (c).

In the event that the data has associated confidence or

importance factors, the objective functions may reflect these in

the form of a weight array w. which may be used to multiply any of

the above.

3.4 Imposition of Constraints

The algorithms of most available optimizers are designed

for unconstrained optimization, and therefore do not inhibit the

computation of parameters which appear to minimize the objective

function, but also generate physically unrealistic values. There

are two types of constraints. Physical constraints arise from the

physical conception of the problem, and are normally expressed as

inequalities. For example, a computed concentration cannot be

negative, or if expressed as a fractional value cannot exceed

unity. Algebraic constraints also may arise if the formulation of

the problem dictates certain relationships between parameters.

Constraints may be introduced readily into the framework of

unconstrained optimization by means of the penalty function

concept [16], in which any parameter set which will cause violation

of a constraint is made to generate an associated significant

increase in the objective function, thereby causing the optimizer

to shun the region beyond the constraint. Suitable penalty functions

are discussed with reference to particular examples below.
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4. OPTIMIZATION IN THE MACKSIM PACKAGE

4.1 Background

The MACKSIM mass action chemical kinetics package [6,7] was

written to solve the point kinetics problem by transforming the

chemical equations into the associated set of ordinary differential

equations, and then solving the resulting initial value problem by

integration.

Consider,for example, the following chemical reaction

equations and their associated rate constants:

A~ + BC -> AB + C~ rate constant K (9)

2AB -v A B rate constant K (10)

Reaction (9) forms AB and C at rate

Rl = K i [ A ~ ] [ B C ]

where [ ] denotes the concentration of the species. Thus the net

rate of formation of AB from reactions (9) and (10) is

Therefore, the instantaneous concentration of AB may be written

[AB] = [AB]Q +Q + / (

Similar equat ions can be defined for the o ther four s p e c i e s . In

general form, i f r eac t i on " i " i s descr ibed by the equation
K iV A + V B + V C •+ V D + V E + V F . (11)A B C D E F

product D is formed at a rate

VA VB VC
RD = ± VD Ki [A] tBl [C1

3
or R = ±V^ K, n [xj X (12)V = ±VD Ki U=1

 [ Xj ] "

from this reaction.
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If there are "M" such reactions and we consider a specie

"x " whose production rate is dependent on "P." species in reaction

"i", then

d[x J M
1 _•"• =

 2J R

V
M / Pi Xi.>

= z (±K. v n [x. ] 3

i=l \ x xg, i=l xj )

(13)

This means that the differential equation governing the concentra-

tion a given species is easily available from a list of chemical

reactions in which the specie is involved.

Other factors which affect the rate of production of a

particular specie are its spontaneous formation or input rate,

radiation dose rate and radiolytic yield. These may be combined to

form a more general equation to define the rate of production of

specie x :

dfx 1 M / Pi \

ft = . \ l ± K i V x . \ [xil ) + S g + G g * D T ( t )

1=1 \ <3L 3 = 1 3 I

where

S = spontaneous formation rate of x
g g

G = radiolytic yield of x
g g

DR(t) = radiation close rate at time t

A kinetics problem may, therefore, be defined completely

by specifying all reactions and associated rates, and also the

initial concentration and the properties in equation (14) for each

of the involved species.
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The original MACKSIM package [7] operates on a job/case

structure, such that any MACKSIM job submitted may consist of a

number of cases, each case being the integration of an initial

value problem from a given set of data, and initial concentrations.

Changes to data parameters can be made prior to each case.

In optimizing mode_, the operation now permits these

parameter changes to be governed by an optimizer, which attempts to

orchestrate the changes in such a way that the computer values more

closely approximate available data. Examination of equation (14)

reveals two parameters governing the differential equations which

might usefully be adjusted by optimization. The reaction rates, K,

and radiolytic yields G are constants for given conditions, which

have been determined experimentally in varying degrees of accuracy.

Providing further experimental data is available, optimization

techniques can be used to improve knowledge of the less precisely

known constants.

4.2 Optimization of Reaction Rates K

Reaction rate constants can exist in magnitudes in the

±n
range 10 in practice, so in order to present the optimizer with a

meaningful basis for comparison, all rates are normalized before

entry to the optimizer. Thus the optimizer always works with

parameters which start at 1.0, and vary in the same magnitude

frame. This is necessary to permit consistency in the numerical

estimation of the system Jacobian matrix (13).
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4.3 Optimization of Radiolytic Yields G

Initial estimates of radiolytic yields are also normalized;

however, unlike the reaction rates, the yields are not independent

parameters, as they are constrained to satisfy two linear relation-

ships dictated by the chemistry, one balancing the charges of the

species and the other balancing oxidizing and reducing agents.

These characteristic equations may be written:

CH *G + CH *G + ... + Ch *G = 0 , charge equation (15)

CF , *G, + CF *G + ... + CF *G = 0 , oxidizing and reducing (16)
1 1 2 2 N N

CH is the charge of species i;

CF is the coefficient of species i in the equation which balances

the oxidizing and reducing agents;

G. is the radiation yield value of species i.

The variation of certain G values is, therefore, dependent

on the changes that the optimization routine makes to the other G

values, and the user cannot optimize on just any G value, but must

specify values to be varied in such a way so that the two linear

equations formed are solvable. Thus when the parameters to be

optimized are read, they must be tested to see whether or not they

represent a solvable and optimizable set of equations/ and flags must

be set to indicate which equations have to be considered in the opti-

mization process. The independent G values are then determined and

the dependent values are calculated using the appropriate combination

of equations 15 and 16.
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This is done by first using equations 15 and 16 to calculate

the sum of the product of the known G values and their charges, and

the sum of the product of the known G values and their coefficients;

e.g.
N

CHSUM = £ CH *G r?-'i
r r

r=l

N
CFSUM = T, CF *G rf j

r=l

N is the number of species.

i,j G. and G. have been designated as dependent G values.

As i and/or j may not point to anything >N, one of the

following four possible sets of equations may result:

i) CHSUM = 0 no dependent G values

CBSUM = 0

ii) CH.*G. + CHSUM = 0 1 dependent G value

0*G. + CFSUM = 0

iii) 0*G. + CHSUM = 0 1 dependent G value

CF.*G. + CFSUM = 0
1 J

iv) CH.*G. + CH. + G. + CHSUM = 0 2 dependent G values
i i J J

CF.*G. + CF.*G. + CFSUM = 0
1 1 3 3

In equations sets (ii) and (iii), CF. and CH. must be

equal to 0 as shown, if the set of equations is to be solvable.

The dependent G values may then be computed from the appropriate

equation set.
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4.4 Implementation of Optimization in MACKSIM

Optimization has been implemented with MACKSIM by in-

serting an optimizing routine (OPTMZ, a revised version of VA05) to

control the integration, and by the addition of a new input routine,

OPTS, to rer.d in the required input. In addition to the above

revisions, an interfacing routine, CALFUN, interfaces OPTMZ and the

integration routines.

Old Structure of MACKSIM New Structure of MACKSIM

(Loop for each case) (Loop for each case)

E
X
E
C

SIZER

>- SOLVER

RESULT

read in data

E
• X

solve equations \ E

i C
produce output ;

SIZER OPTS

4 OPTMZ —— CALFUN L.

RESULT

SOLVER

The input routine, OPTS, simply reads the data into the

dynamic storage space specified by SIZER. OPTS also has the respon-

sibility of checking for errors in the data, and performing any

prerun processing such as initializing arrays to be used in CALFUN.

The optimization routine attempts to reduce the sum of

the squares of an array of penalty funr-xons, F, to a given accuracy

level adjusting an array of parameters, x, to minimize the sum of

the squares of the penalty functions .

The interfacing routine, CALFUN, first scales the param-

eter array to obtain the physical value of the parameters in order

to calculate the values of any dependent G values. If any param-

eters violate the constraints of the physical system, then CALFUN

increases the penalty values and then returns to OPTMZ to indicate
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that it has made an error in selecting the independent parameter

set. OPTMZ will then select a more suitable set.

If the parameter set violates no constraint, SOLVER is then

called to undertake integration of the differential equations. On

return from SOLVER, integration is complete, and CALFUN evaluates

the new penalty functions, F, to return to the optimizer.

4.5 Data for Optimization

During optimization with MACKSIM, calculated concentrations

are compared against measured concentrations of given species at

particular times. The species and times specified correspond to

species and times in the *SPECIES* and *TIMING* blocks,respectively.

Parameters to be varied, and initial estimates of their value must

also be specified.

4.6 Specification of Optimization Problems in MACKSIM

4.6.1 Input Blocks

The original MACKSIM program organizes input information

in a *KEYWORD* block oriented input scheme, in which the mandatory

blocks are a *REACTIONS* block containing all the data to describe

the chemical reactions, a *SPECIES* block containing data pertinent

to each individual specie involved, and a *TIMING* block which gives

the radiation dose as a function of time. The details of these blocks

are given in reference 6. An *EXECUTE* card is used to trigger

the computation for each case.

The optimization routine is triggered by the keyword

"OPTIMIZE*. This must be followed by a further list of keyword

blocks, some of which are mandatory and some of which are optional.
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These optimization blocks must be the last blocks before the *EXECUTE*

card. Their function is as follows:

Block or Keyword Function

•OPTIMIZE* - Must be the first block in the set of optimization
blocks.

- Signals that optimization is to be performed by
turning a logical flag "OPT" to TRUE.

- Data in this block consists of the names of the
chemical species for which there is data available,
including the abbreviations CONDC and ABSC for
conductance and absorbancy.

*DATA* - Mandatory if *OPTIMIZE* specified.

- Contains data associated with species in *OPTIMIZE*
block.

The data points for a certain time are all listed on
the same card. The time the data points were taken
at is listed in columns 1-10 with an E10.4 format
and up to seven data points are listed in columns
11-80 with E10.4 formats. The data in columns 11-20
is for each specie in the *OPTIMIZE* block. The data
in columns 21-30 is for the second species in the
•OPTIMIZE* block and so on.

The time in columns 1-10 must correspond to a time
in the *TIMING* block, but it is not necessary to
include a data card for every time in the *TIMING*
block. This block is terminated by a blank card.

*PARAMS* - Mandatory if *OPTIMIZE* specified.

- Identifies indices of the reaction rate constants or
G values to be optimized.

- The indices are listed on separate cards in columns
1-3 with an 13 format. One to five independent
parameters may be specified, and the *PARAMS* block
is terminated by a blank card. A positive index
corresponding to the reaction number from the
•REACTION* block is used to select a reaction rate
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*PL0T3*

*OPTIONS*

(K value) to be varied, and a negative index cor-
responding to minus the species number from the
*SPECIES* block is used to select a radiation yield
value (G value) to be varied.

- As mentioned earlier, if a G value is to be varied,
then certain other G values will have to be treated
as dependent parameters. The dependent parameters
are assigned on a first-come basis with priority-
given to the charge equation. In order to maintain
the balance in the equations, the list of indices
must not specify just one "G" value from either
equation. The user must specify 0, 2 or more G
values from each equation, and at least one must be
an independent parameter.

- If the ratio of the coefficients of the dependent
parameters is equal to the ratio of the charges of
the dependent parameters, then MACKSIM will calculate
a zero determinant and terminate. This problem can
be avoided by specifying a dependent G value which
has either a zero charge or zero coefficient.

- Optional.

- Creates plots of the input data versus the calculated
concentrations.

- Data consist of the names of the species to be plotted.

- Each species is listed on a separate card in columns
1-5 with an A5 format. One to ten species can be
specified in this block and the block is terminated
by a blank card. The plots produced are log - log
plots with 1 millimetre symbols representing the
calculated concentrations and the 2 millimetre symbols
representing the data.

- Optional.

- Contains options used by the optimization process and
other control parameters.

- Must be the last block in the set of optimization
blocks if specified.

- The options block contains eight parameters read in on
one card. If they are left blai/k or not specified,
then the default values apply. This block is terminated
by a blank card after the parameter card. The order and
specifications of the parameters are as follows:
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Default
Columns Format Symbol Value

1-10

11-20

E10.4 ACC

E10.4 DMAX

1.0 x 10

4.0

-4

Meaning

- The value that the sum of squares
of the error function is to be
reduced to.

- A generous estimate of the distance
between the user initial estimate
and the required values of the x's.

Note:

distance = E (Xe.-X.)
. , 1 1

2 1/2

21-30 E10.4 H 1.0 x 10
-3

where X is an independent parameter
normalized to 1.

The optimizer estimates the partial
derivatives of each of the functions
from difference approximations.

YH V -

31-35 15 IPRINT 0

= 0

>0

<0

36-40 15 MAXFUN 200

41-45 15 IOUT 0

=0

>0

- Specifies amount of printing to be
done by the optimizer.

- No printing.

- Values of functions and variables
are printed every IPRINT iterations.

- Values of variables are printed
every /IPRINT/ iterations.

- The maximum number of iterations
allowed.

- Specifies the amount of printing
to be done at the end of each
execution.

- Print all concentrations.

- Print initial concentrations T = T
n-
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- Print last concentrations T=t
(last time in *TIMING* block).

- Print concentrations every IOUT
times (time." taken from *TIMING*
block).

<0 - Print initial concentrations
T=tQ.

- Print last concentrations T=t
N(last time in *TIMING* block).

46-50 15 1FUNC

- Print concentrations every
/IOUT/ time (times taken from
times in *DATA* block).

- Specifies the penalty function to
be used when comparing the calcu-
lated concentrations with the
data.

<1

=2

= 3

or >4 - (YC-YD)/YD

- LOG1Q(YC/YD)

- YC-YD

where YC = calculated concentrations
and YD = data.

Note: All three functions will
generate a 0 value if both YC and
YD are equal to 0. The relative
difference function will terminate
if YD equals 0. The log function
will terminate if [YC j or |YD| is
less than 10 or greater than
10 and either YC or YD not equal
to 0.

51-55 15 EFLAG Sets a logical file to TRUE if non-
zero or FALSE if zero.

Indicates an error matrix which
gives a statistical analysis of
the independent parameters being
optimized. The matrix has
COV(P ,P.) above the diagonal,
/VAR(P",)-Ion the diagonal/_
COV (P . ]p .) //VAR(P.)VAR(P.)" below
the diagonal.
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The number of data points must be
greater than the number of independent
parameters in order to calculate an
error matrix.

4.6.2 Additions to Standard MACKSIM Data

In order to specify the equations governing G, changes

have been made to the *SPECIES* block. The coefficients of

equation (8), which balances the oxidizing and reducing agents

are entered in columns 66-70 in 15 format. A constant (G ), if

needed in the equation, can be entered as a dummy species in the

*SPECIES* block with a G value of G and a coefficient of ±1. The

charge balance equation is computed from data already available.

The options from the *OPTIONS* block have also been

added to the *CHANGE* block of reference 6 with the following

conditions:

*CHANGE*

Assignment Method

ACC = VALNEW

DMAX = VALNEW

H = VALNEW

IPRINT = INDEX

MAXFUN = INDEX

IOUT = INDEX

IFUNC = INDEX

EFLAG = .TRUE., INDEX f 0

= -FALSE., INDEX = 0

Either the *OPTIONS* or *CHANGE* block may be used

to specify these variables; however, if both are used on the

same run the *OPTIONS* block will write over any values specified

with a prior *CHANGE* block.

•OPTIONS*
Symbol

ACC

DMAX

H

IPRINT

MAXFUN

IOUT

IFUNC

EFLAG

*CHANGE*
Code

AC

DM

H

IP

MN

10

IF

E
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4.7 Diagnostic Messages

Optimization demands more effort from the user than does a

standard single integration by MACKSIM. The following diagnostic

messages have been incorporated to aid correct formulation of the

problem.

(1) BLOCK MISSING OR PRECEDED BY OPTIONS BLOCK

Either the *PARAMS* or *DATA* block is missing or they are

preceded by the *OPTIONS* block.

(2) IS AN UNRECOGNIZABLE KEYWORD FOR OPTS

An invalid keyword appears between the *OPTIMIZE* block

and the *OPTIONS* block.

(3) INSUFFICIENT DATA FOR OPTIMIZATION

The user has not entered any data points.

(4) THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF VARIABLES ALLOWED IS 7; CURRENTLY, IT IS

SET AT .

There are too many species in the *OPTIMIZE* block.

(5) THERE MUST BE BETWEEN 1 and 5 PARAMETERS. CURRENTLY, THERE ARE

There are too many or not enough independent parameters.

(6) IS NOT A RECOGNIZED SPECIES NAME.

The user has entered a species in the *OPTIMIZE* block

which is not in the *SPECIES* block.

(7) THERE ARE FEWER THAN REACTIONS.

A positive index in the *PARAMS* block is greater than the

number of reactions.

(8) THERE ARE FEWER THAN ______ SPECIES.

The absolute value of a negative index in the *PARAMS*

block is greater than the number of species.

(9) COEFFICIENTS CANNOT BE OPTIMIZED WITH GIVEN INPUT.

Only one parameter from the coefficient equation has been

specified; you must specify 0, 2 or more.

(10) CHARGES CANNOT BE OPTIMIZED WITH GIVEN INPUT.

Only one parameter from the charge equation has been

specified. You must specify 0, 2 or more.

(11) INSOLVABLE SET OF G VALUES, NO INDEPENDENT PARAMETERS

The user has not specified an independent parameter from

either the charge or coefficient equation. The user must

specify at least one independent parameter from

either equation.
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(12) DUPLICATE PARAMETER SPECIFIED, IGNORED
Self-explanatory.

(13) G VALUES DO NOT BALANCE
Either the coefficient or charge equation does not sum to
zero. Check your input.

(14) BAD CHOICE OF G VALUES, DETERMINANT IS ZERO, CHARGES AND
COEFFICIENTS OF DEPENDENT PARAMETERS FORM SIMILAR EQUATIONS

Both the charges and coefficients form the same equation
or the equations are contradictory. Try changing your
dependent parameters. See input specifications for *PARAMS*
block, paragraph 3.

(15) THERE IS NO DATA FOR CHEMICAL
The user has specified a chemical in the *PLOTS* block
that was not in the *OPTIMIZE* block.

(16) THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PLOTS IS 5.
The user has specified more than ten species in the *PLOTS*
block.

(17) CONCENTRATIONS ARE OUT OF RANGE FOR THE LOG FUNCTION

Either |YC| < 100"10° or |YC| > 10+1°°

|YD| < 100" 1 0 0 or |YD| > 10+10°

and either YC or YD ? 0.

(18) YOU CANNOT HAVE A 0 DATA VALUE WHEN USING A RELATIVE
DIFFERENCE FUNCTION

Data equals 0, calculated concentration ^ 0.

(19) ERROR-MATRIX CANNOT BE PRODUCED
The number of data points is less than or equal to the
number of independent parameters.
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4.8 The Error Matrix

The MACKSIM optimizer also computes an error matrix E on

completion of the optimization run. Given that the variance can be

obtained by

V H

where M is the number of penalty functions, F = YC-YD and N is the

number of parameters, the error matrix is printed as follows:

E.. diagonal terms are the standard deviations of the fitted

parameters E ^ /VAR(X.) i=l,N

E.. above diagonal terms are covariances of pairs of parameters

E. . = COV(X.,X.)

E. . below diagonal terms are correlation coefficients for pairs of

parameters
E. .
i3Eji " 177177

11 JJ

Thus one can assess the quality of the obtained fit by

examining the error matrix. A meaningful fit will have variances

which are small in comparison to the values of parameters, and

covariances which are small in comparison to the relevant variances,

i.e. the correlation coefficients will be small.
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*R
OH
OH
OH
H
H
E-
E-
E-
OH
H
H
H+
HO 2
H+
H+
H2O
HO2
OH

IOLYSI3 EXAMPLE OPTIMIZE H2O2 CONCENTRATION AT STEADY STATE

+H2
+H2O2
+02-
+02
+02-
+02
+H2O2
+02-
+H02
+H02
+H2O2
+O2-

+H02-
+0H-

+02-
+0H

=H +H2
=H02
=0H-
=H02 +02
=H02-
=02- +02
=0H +0H-
=H02- +0H-
-H20 -H20
=H2O2
=0H
=H02
=H+ +02-
=H2O2
=H20 -H20
=H+ +0H-
=H02-
=H2O2

+H20

*SPECIES*
H2
H2O2
02
H
OH
02-
1102-
H02
H+
OH-
E-
H20

-0+0.000
-0+0.700
-0+0.000
-0+0.550
-0+2.750
-0+0.000
-0+0.000
-0+0.000
-0+2.800
-0+0.100
-0+2.700
-0+0.000

•TIMING*
1
1
1.000E+04

000E-05 9.220E+18
000E+03 9.220E+18

9.220E+18
1.000E+05 9.220E+18
1.000E+06 9.220E+18

•OPTIMIZE*
H2O2

•DATA*
1.000E+04 1.500E-04
1.000E+05 1.500E-04
1.000E+06 1.500E-04

*PARAMS*
+6
+7

•OPTIONS^

3.600E+07
3.300E+07
9.000E+09
.800E+10
.000E+10
.900E+10
.200E+10
.300E+10
.200E+10

2.000E+10
9.000E+07
4.500E+10
8.000E+05
2.000E+10
1.430E+11
2.600E-05
8.900E+07
5.500E+09

0.000E-00

4.520E-04

1.000E-07
1.000E-07
0.000E-00
5.555E+01

Figure 2

MACKSIM Input Data for Radiolysis Optimization
Example

•EXECUTE*
*FINIT*
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5. MACKSIM EXAMPLES

5.1 Radiolysis of Water

The first example is taken from a study of radiolysis of

water, in which the only data available were steady state concentra-

tions of hydrogen peroxide under various levels of irradiation dose

rate. Boyd, Carver and Dixon [17] show that the steady state con-

centration of H O is largely dependent on the values of two reaction

rates governing the disassociation of H^O and 0 . The following

example shows MACKSIM input data required to optimize reaction rates

six and seven for a given dose rate. To indicate steady state the

same concentration is entered at two times chosen such that the

calculation will have reached steady state by the first time. This

ensures that the optimizer produces a zero slope or steady state curve.

One value would not necessarily ensure this.

The input data shown in Figure 2 adheres to the formats

prescribed in Section 4. The results of the entire optimization are

given in Figure 3. Note that it takes very few iterations to return

an acceptable fit.

5.2 Irradiation of Nitrogen and Oxygen

The second example is much more complex. The measurements

available are of pressure change as a function of time in an 80%

N , 20% O mixture during irradiation by a particles from Rn.

The pressure at any time is the sum of the partial pressures of the

resulting gases 0 , N , NO, NO N
7°c:' °->

 an<^ N0-,« This is computed

in MACKSIM from the instantaneous concentrations of these species,

and is stored in the special variable CONDC which can be optimized

in an identical manner to a species concentration.



MACKSIMA-CHEMIST
MASS ACTION CHEMICAL KINETICS SIMULATION - AUTOMATIC
CHEMICAL EQUATION MANIPULATION AND INTEGRATION USING

SPARSE TECHNIQUES WITH OPTIMIZATION

AUTHORS MIKE CARVER, DON HANLEY,
NANCY ROSS AND CHARLES AUSTIN
MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTATION BRANCH
CHALK RIVER NUCLEAR LABORATORIES

1978, 1979

THE FINAL SOLUTION CALCULATED BY OPTMZ REQUIRED 4 CALLS TO CALFUN, AND IS

I X(I) I

1 .99213074E+00 2 .10088516E+01

I F(I) I

1 -.64110970E-04 2

THE SUM OF SQUARES IS

F(I)

.21977649E-03

.10071475E-06

CHANGES MADE BY OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE

RK 6 HAS BEEN CHANGED TO .1885E+11
RK 7 HAS BEEN CHANGED TO .1211E+11

F(I)

.21977906E-03

M
00

CONCENTRATIONS OF SPECIES:

TIME H2 H2O2 02 OH 0 2 - H 0 2 - H02 H+ OH-

SECONDS

000E-05
000E+03
O00E+04
OOOE+05

1.000E+06

MOLES/L

0.
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .
0 .

MOLES/L

0.
1.072E-12
8.925E-05
1.500E-04

500E-04

MOLES/L

4.520E-04
4.520E-04
4.520E-04
4.520E-04

.520E-04

MOLES/L

1.500E-04 4.520E-04

1.035E-14
1.033E-14
1.032E-14
1.032E-14
1.032E-14

MOLES/L

0.
4.210E-12
7.650E-11
5.931E-11
5.930E-11

MOLES/L

4.787E-12
3.423E-07
3.641E-07

.641E-07

MOLES/L MOLES/L

1.961E-20
2.936E-11
3.322E-11
3.322E-11

287E-13
116E-09
989E-09
989E-09

5.930E-11 3.641E-07 3.322E-11 7.989E-09

MOLES/L

1.000E-07
1.001E-07
3.696E-07
3.900E-07
3.901E-07
3.900E-07

MOLES/L

000E-O7
001E-07
733E-08
590E-08
590E-08

2.590E-OS

FINAL YIELD
(MOLES/EV) 0. 9.801E-04 2.953E-03 6.743E-14 3.874E-10 2.379E-06 2.170E-10 5.219E-08 2.548E-06 1.692E-07

Figure 3
Final Results of MACKSIM Radiolysis Example
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In this example, three rate constants, and the radiolytic

yields of the N and ND species, are optimized against the CONDC AP

values. There are 47 reactions in the chemical model, so naturally

each integration is more time-consuming than the previous example.

Nevertheless, the derived yields of the nitrogen atoms show reason-

able agreement with those known for N - N 0 mixtures.

Again the input data shown in Figure 4 is self-

explanatory; however, one of the yields must be taken as a dependent

variable to satisfy the reduction-oxidization agent balance equa-

tion entered as [ND] + [N] - [ZY] = 0.

Figure 5 shows the parameters and penalty functions of

the last iteration. Note that in fact the optimization is not yet

complete, as the program has recognized that available computing

time is almost exhausted, and has returned results for the best

parameter computed so far.

The resulting yields have been changed very little and

still, of course, satisfy the imposed relationship. The reaction

rates have been changed quite markedly. The results are shown

graphically in the requested plot, Figure 6.
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0
0
0

NO
NO
NO2

NO2
NO 2
N2O5
NO 3
NO

+ NO
+ NO2
• NO3

• 03
+N03
• 03

• N03
+N03

+N0 3
+O2

= N02
= N03
= N02

-N02
= N02
= N03
= N02

= N02
= ND2

*02

• 02
+N02
• 02
+02

• N01
• N02
+ H02

SURE CHANGbE IN rJ-0 MIXTURE OPTIMIZED TO EXPERIMENTAL CURVE
IS*

= <M0 +O (,, OOOE + 04
=N0 +02 3.OOOE+O5
=N2 - 0 2 . 0 0 0 E + 1 0
= N20 •O B.400E+DB
= N02 •NO ] .OODE + 01

<i =N02 + N02 tNO 6 . 0 0 0 E + 0 1
=N0 +O 6 .0D0E+09
=03 B.700E+06
= NO + O2 c i .400E+09

1.66 0E + 0.9
1 . 4 4 0 E + 09
6.OODE+09
1.OOOE+07
I . 2 0 D E + 1 0
J . D O O E + 0 4
! .OOOE + 01".
1 . 6 0 0 E + 0 9
2 . 0 0 0 K - 0 1

2 . 4 0 0 E + 1 1
7 . 2 0 0 E + 1 0
2.0}(!E*ll
1 . HflOE+U
4 . 0 6 0 E H 0
2.260E+1Q
l.OOOE-10
1 . 200E+1C!
7 . 2 0 0 E + 0 8

4 . 0 0 0 E + 1 1

3.S40E+1]
[ . 7 0 0 E + 1 1
i . s o o E + o g
[ . 800E+11
5 . 0 0 0 E + 1 1
1 .700E+11
I . 2 0 0 E + 1 0
6 . 0 0 0 E + 0 9
1 .OOOE + 10
2 . 0 0 0 E + 1 0
2 . 4 0 0 E + 0 9
4 . 2 0 0 E + 1 1
1.200E+1S
1.200E+l- i
1 .200E+11

02+ +N02 =
02+ +N2O5 =
N0+ +N20S =
N02+ +N0
E- +02
02- +03
02- +N02
03- +N02 =
03- +NO2 =
O3- +N0
N02- +N03 =
N02- +03
NO2- +N02
N02- +N2O5 =
NO* +NO3- =
JJ02+ +N03- =
NO+ +N02- =

•SPECIES*
N2 -0-4
02 -0-1
N -0*2
ND -0+2
ZY -0+4
0 -0 + 1
N2+ -0+1
N+ -0+0
0+ -0+0
02+ -0+0
03
NO
N02
N20
NO 3
N2O5
N0+ -0+0
N3+
N02+
02-

E- -0+2
03-
N02-
N03-

*TIMING*

3.60OE+04 1
5.400E+04 1
7.200E+04 1.
8.600E+04 1
9.000E+04 1.
9.900E+04 1,
1.O80E+05 1,
1.44DE+05 1,
1.800E+05 1.
2.160E+05 1.

•OPTIMIZE*
COHDC

*DATA«
1.8OOE+04-2,
3.600E+04-3.
5.400E+04-5.
7.200E+04-6.

9.OOOE+O4-4.
9.900E+04-3.

N02*
N02 +
N02*
N0+
02-
O3-
N02-
N02-
N03-
N02-
N03-
N03-
N03-
N03-
NO2
NO 2
NO

. 394

. 148

.Ala

.410

.820

.114

.711

.544

.271

.000

.961

.OOOE

.ODOE

.OOOE

+02
+N03
• N02

+ N02

+02
-02
• 03
• O2
+02
+ N02
•02
• NO
+ NQ2
+ N02
• N03
+ N02

+ 17
+ 17

+17
.OOOE+17
, OOOE
.OOOE
,O0OE
.OOOE
.OOOE
,000E

.13DE
• BDOE
,206E
603E

932E
973E

1.080E+05-4.274E
1.440E+05-5.
1.800E+05-6.
2.160E+05-6.

206E

+17
+ 17
+17
+17
+ 17
+ 17

+DD
+ 00
+ 00
+00

+00
+ 00
+00
+00

083E+00

BZ3E'• 00

1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

B60E
860E
S60E
86OE
860E
660E

04
04
04
04
04
04

Figure 4

MACKSIM Input Data for
Pressure Change Optimization Example

*PLOTS«
CON DC



MACKSIMA-CHEMIST

MASS ACTION CHEMICAL KINETICS SIMULATION - AUTOMATIC
CHEMICAL EQUATION MANIPULATION AND INTEGRATION USING

SPARSE TECHNIQUES WITH OPTIMIZATION

AUTHORS MIKE CARVER, DON HANLEY,
NANCY ROSS AND CHARLES AUSTIN
MATHEMATICS AND COMPUTATION BRANCH
CHALK RIVER NUCLEAR LABORATORIES

1978, 1979

AT THE 88TH CALL OF CALFUN WE HAVE

I X(I) I X(I) I X(I)

1 .10016143E+01 2 .19335600E+00 3 .10377455E+01

THE SUM OF SQUARES IS .21961923E+02

I F(I) I F(I) I F(I)

1 -.40226975E+00 2 -.10389562E+01 3 -.76626298E+00
6 .68577869E+00 7 -.45352266E+00 8 -.33396057E+00
11 -.45979669E-01 12 -.22977680E+00

.56350455E+00

I

.27139140E+01

.13879914E+00
5

10
.34505441E+01

-.15738905E-01

TIME RUNNING OUT, UNAL CALL TO CALFUN, RUN ABANDONED

THE BEST ESTIMATE AFTER 88 CALLS TO CALFUN IS

1 .10021039E+01 2 .19286282E+00

CHANGES MADE BY OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE

G 3 HAS BEEN CHANGED TO .2405E+01
G 4 HAS BEEN CHANGED TO .2415E+01
RK 16 HAS BEEN CHANGED TO .1929E+05
RK 18 HAS BEEN CHANGED TO .2075E+00
RK 4 HAS BEEN CHANGED TO .4739E+09

.10376652E+01 .56421914E+00

Figure 5

Results from Pressure Change
Optimization Example
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DPTR/CPLCULPTED CONCENTRRTIONS
1 MM - CRLCULRTED, 2 MM - DRTR
. CONDC D CONDC

TI ME SECONDS
Figure 6

Plot from Pressure Change
Optimization Example
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6. OPTIMIZATION WITH FORSIM

6.1 Background

The FORSIM system is designed to simulate systems described

by differential equations, and give the transient response to the

initial value problem posed by integration in the independent vari-

able time. Unlike MACKSIM, in which the equations to be solved

are a particular type with predetermined structure, the form of the

equations in FORSIM is not known in advance, as the user defines

these equations by writing them in any form he requires an auxiliary

FORTRAN subroutine.

Communication between the FORSIM executive routines

and the user routine is accomplished using special labelled common

blocks and certain key control variables. Full instructions for

solving ordinary and partial differential equations using FORSIM

are given in the user's manual [4], but to establish the context for

the following remarks on optimization, we first illustrate the structure

of the user routine UPDATE for an elementary ordinary differential

equation example.

6.2 A Simple Ordinary Differential Equation Simulation

For illustrative purposes, a small system can be

presented with cl=rity, so for this reason a well-known example of

two ODE's has been chosen. The Volterra predators and prey model

exhibits cyclical behaviour. In this problem, species A has an

infinite food supply, and species B preys entirely on A. The

population equations are
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— = 2A - aAB
at

f aAB - B
dt

where a is an encounter frequency parameter.

The UPDATE routine for all FORSIM simulations is in four

functional sections. The first contains labelled common block storage

for communicating to FORSIM the values A, B of the dependent variables,

their derivatives DA,DB, the independent variable T and a print control

INOUT. The second section establishes initial conditions, the third

poses the equations by defining the derivatives, and the final section

prints results at specifiable times. Sections may call other routines

if necessary.

The routine to solve this problem would be simply:

SUBROUTINE UPDATE
C
C SECTION 1 COMMUNICATION COMMON BLOCKS
C

COMMON/INTEGT/A,B/DERIVT/DA,DB
COMMON/RESERV/T/CNTROL/INOUT

C
C SECTION 2 INITIAL CONDITIONS
C

IF(T.NE.0)GO TO 50
A=300.
B=150.
ALF=.O1

C
C SECTION 3 EQUATION STATEMENT
C

50 DA=2*A-ALF*B*A
DB=ALF*B*A-B

C
C SECTION 4 PRINTOUT
C

IF(INOUT.NE.1)RETURN
WRITE(6,100)T,A,B

100 FORMAT(3F10.5)
RETURN
END
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No data cards would be required, as all necessary data is

included in the UPDATE routine. FORSIM will use default system

parameters. It is also not necessary to specify the number of

equations. FORSIM determines this by checking the number of

initial conditions imposed, and then reports this.

6.3 Implementation of Optimization in FORSIM

Optimization has been incorporated in FORSIM by inserting

the optimizing routine OPTMZ to control the integration.

Old Structure of FORSIM
(Loop for Each Case)

New Structure of FORSIM
(Loop for Each Case)

E
X
E
C

KEADIN

INTEGRATE

END RUN
PROCESSING

E
X
E
C

READIN

OPTMZ
*

CALFUN

END RUN
PROCESSING

INTEGRATE

The optimization routine attempts to reduce the sum of

the squares of an array of penalty functions F,by making adjust-

ments to an array of parameters P. Each change to P requires an

iteration of the optimizer,involving a complete integration of the

differential equations from t=0 to t=t i to define the penalty
N

functions F, which as in MACKSIM reflect the discrepancies between

computed values and available data.
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IN0UT=-2

INITIALIZE
CONTROL
VARIABLES

INITIALIZE
PARAMETERS

SET INITIAL CONDI-]
TIONS FOR EQUATIONS
SET COUNTER FOR
STORING RESULTS

COMPUTE
EQUATIONS

STORE
APPROPRIATE

RESULTS

CALCULATE "F"
ARRAY CHECK
CP TIME LIMIT

PRODUCE
END OF

RUN OUTPUT

Figure 7:

Decision Diagram for UPDATE

RETURN
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6.4 Logic of the UPDATE Routine for Optimization

The addition of the optimizing option means that the user

needs a more detailed scheme of control. The flow of execution is

still controlled from the UPDATE routine by using the FORSIM variables

T and INOUT. A job is still considered to consist of a number of

optimization cases, each optimization case will require a number of

iterations, each consisting of a complete integration and evaluation

of the penalty functions. As illustrated in Figure 7, the operations

to be performed are as follows:

INOUT = -1 - Occurs once at the start of the job.

- Initialize all parameters P and other control variables.

INOUT = -2 - Occurs once at the start of each optimization case.

- Reinitialize the P array and any other variable or
counters which are to be reset at the start of a case.

T=0

INOUT = 0
(all T)

- Occurs at the start of each integration, possibly
more than once.

- Ensure that parameters do not violate constraints
(see Section 6.7).

- Set the initial values of all the dependent vari-
ables in the differential equations.

- Integration is proceeding.

- Specify the differential equations by computing
derivatives in standard FORSIM fashion.

INOUT = 1 - Integration is complete to a specified printout
(any T) time.

- Ensure dependent variables do not violate con-
straints (see Section 6.7).

- Either store the relevant results so that penalty
functions may be computed at the completion of integration;
or compute the penalty functions associated with this
time level.

- Print any output required at this point, bearing in mind
that it could appear every iteration.
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IN0UT=2 - Once at the end of each integration.

- Ensure all penalty functions have been computed.

- Produce any relevant printout.

- Test for amount of CP time remaining. If
insufficient time remains to easily complete another
iteration, set INOUT to 3 to terminate smoothly.

IOUT=3 - End of job and all optimization cases.

- Produce any required final output.

IN0UT=4 - End of one optimization case.

- Produce end of case output, plots, etc.

6.5 Communication Common Blocks for Optimization

In addition to the standard FORSIM labelled common blocks,

four additional special blocks are provided for communication with

the optimizer.

/EFS/F( ) Contains the penalty function values computed by the user
for each iteration.

/PES/P( ) Contains the parameters. The P array is initialized by
the user at the start of each optimization, but then
remains in control of the optimizer.

/OPTIM/OPT,PRNT,VAR
OPT is a logical variable which the user must set true
at the beginning of the run (INOUT = -2) to signify
optimization is required. OPT is set FALSE by default,
and if left so, FORSIM will operate in standard mode.

PRNT is a logical variable, set TRUE by default to
produce a terminal comment at the end of each integration.
This may be suppressed by setting PRNT to false.

VAR is the variance of the fit which should be computed
if the user wishes to examine the error matrix, see Section
4.8.

/OPTVAL/ACC,DMAX,H,IPRINT,MAXFUN
This block contains the auxiliary optimization control
parameters which are exactly as outlined for MACKSIM
in Section 4.6.1.
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6.6 Specification of Parameters

The P array must be initialized by an assignment state-

ment, as FORSIM determines the number of parameters to optimize

during execution by counting the number of assigned values in the

P array. One to 20 parameters may be specified, but as the

optimizer needs two parameters to work with, a dummy is provided

automatically when only one parameter is assigned.

It is advisable to work with normalized parameters in the

optimizer, as in MACKSIM. Although the numeric values of parameters

may vary widely, the optimizer will then work with numbers of order

one in order to compute meaningful partial derivatives for the

Jacobian. Thus, if P0 is the initial numeric estimate, and PI is

the current numeric value of a parameter in the differential

equations, set the initial estimate of P to 1.0, and calculate

PI = P*P0 from then on, as the P array is assigned by the optimizer.

The parameters may appear in any position in the statements

defining the differential equations, and in fact could also be initial

values Ul of the dependent variables, if these are to be computed by

optimization. Again these should be normalized, setting the P array

to 1 and computing Ul = P*P0 every time T=0.

6.7 Specification of Penalty Functions

One to 200 penalty functions may be used. FORSIM

determines the number of penalty functions by counting the number of

entries in the F array. Standard penalty functions are YD-YP, (YC-YD)/YD

or log(YC/YD) where YC is a computed function and YD is the relevant

data value. These functions are discussed further in Section 3.3.
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6.8 Imposition of Constraints

The standard optimization operates in unconstrained mcle,

and therefore, the optimizer may compute physically unrealisti-. Darameter

values, or even when the parameters themselves do not violate con-

straints, they may cause the generation of physically unrealistic

values of variables during integration. In either case, the violation

of constraints is counteracted by artificially augmenting the penalty

function. This causes the optimizer to reject the offending parameters,

and select a more suitable set.

6.8.1 Parameters which Violate Constraints

On commencement of each iteration, the optimizer returns

a new set of trial parameters. Before starting any integration

(i.e. at T=0) the parameter set should be checked to ensure it

is compatible with all constraints. If not, it is pointless to

attempt integration, so all penalty values should be multiplied

by two and returned immediately to the optimizer by setting INOUT

to 2. This denotes end of integration, and will cause the optimizer

to select a more suitable parameter set, probably closer to the

previous acceptable values.

6.8.2 Dependent Variables Violate Constraints

Usually, penalty values are computed at times indicated

by INOUT=1. At this point all dependent variables should be

checked against constraints. Again, if any constraint is

violated, it is pointless to carry the integration further. All

penalty values should be multiplied by two, and returned

immediately to the optimizer by setting INOUT=2.
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The multiplication is a heuristic device to penalize

constraint violation. The factor of two has been found adequate

for most applications as it generates sufficient penalty without

causing the optimizer to back off excessively.

In either of the above cases, it is important to note that

the optimizer itself makes changes to the F array during selection

of a parameter set. It is, therefore, somewhat safer to generate a

duplicate F array,F2,held in local storage in the UPDATE routine. F2

is then computed identically to F, but in the event of a constraint

violation the penalty is imposed by returning F = 2 F2, i.e. twice

the previously computed acceptable penalty values. This avoids any

possibility that the F values received from the optimizer may be less

than half F2, and therefore returned looking like an improvement.

6.9 Specification of Data

As the optimizer is only concerned with the parameter and

penalty function arrays, the exact form in which the data is stored

is immaterial; its only use is to compute the array of penalty functions.

Furthermore, data may be available for only some NI of the dependent

variables*or perhaps functions derived from dependent variables at

some NT particular values of the independent variable t. It is

advisable to store the data in a local array within the UPDATE

routine, for example YD(I,J),I=1,NI;J=l,NT, would contain the data

corresponding to the Ith function of the independent variables at

the Jth data acquisition time. The related penalty function would be

F(I,J). For the simple case in which the Ith function of the

independent variables happens to be Y(K), then the penalty function
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could be computed at data acquisition time t as
J

F(I,J) = Y(K) - YD(I,J).
J

An expression such as K=INDIC(I) relates the two indices.

The F array is treated by the optimizers as a one-

dimensional array, but provided all elements are filled, F and YD

may be regarded as two dimensional in the UPDATE routine for computa-

tional convenience.

The YD array may be entered into UPDATE at the start of

optimization (INOUT = -3) by a suitable read statement or merely

stored by a DATA statement- in UPDATE. It then remains to ensure that

UPDATE is entered with INOUT=1 at the required sequence t , J=1,NT.
J

This is done by simply entering the values t as data in the standard
J

*TGRID* FORSIM data block (reference 4) . J is set to 0 at

INOUT=1 and T=0, and then incremented by 1 each time t >0 that UPDATE

is entered with INOUT=1. Printout and penalty function evaluation

may then be performed.

6.10 The Error Matrix

The FORSIM optimizer also returns the error matrix at the

end of optimization as described in Section 4.8. To permit this

calculation to complete successfully, the FORSIM user must compute

the variance as outlined in Section 4.8, and store it in position in

/OPTIM/. This is illustrated in the example of Section 7.
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6.11 Optimization Error Returns

The input variable MAXFUN is used as a termination flag if

the optimizer terminates abnormally. The following error codes are

passed back to UPDATE with INOUT set to 4, to cause smooth termination:

MAXFUN Meaning

= -1 The maximum number of iterations have been performed
without achieving convergence.

= -2 After several tries the sum of the square of the penalty
functions fails to decrease but a minimum has not been
achieved. This is possibly due to bad choice of parameters,
DMAX and H.

= -3 The sum of the squares seems to have converged to a minimum
but this is greater than the minimum requested.

6.12 Expanding FORSIM for Larger Arrays

Section 9.3 of the FORSIM manual, reference 4, illustrates

how to expand the FORSIM working arrays beyond default size. This is

done by writing a front-end subroutine SIZE. The following common

blocks and DATA statement have been added to subroutine SIZE:

/PES/P(21)
/EFS/F(201)
/COUNTS/NP,M,SIZETST
/VA05AW/W(10000)

DATA NP,M,SIZETST/20,200,0./

NP and M are the maximum number of P's and F's,respectively.

It should be noted that the size of the P and F arrays is one greater

than the maximum number of elements. The W array is the working

storage space for the optimization routine and its minimum size is

calculated using the following formula

2*M*NP + 2*NP*NP + 2*M + 5*NP.
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SIZETST is just a flag used by FORSIM to allow programs,

which expanded the previous version of FORSIM, to work with the new

version. SIZETST must be set to any non-zero real number if you

intend to expand the size of FORSIM by incorporating array sizes

larger than those detailed here.

7. FORSIM OPTIMIZATION EXAMPLE

As the MACKSIM examples have covered both simple and more

involved cases, we include here only one applications example.

Specifically we consider a model of the effects on metabolism of

injecting a radioisotope into an organ group of the human

body. The background of the study is discussed by Johnson, Stewart

and Carver [18]. There we are concerned with developing a suitable

model for a particular radioisotope metabolism using available data

for recommended retention, and basing the differential equations of

the model on a model known to be suitable for a closely related

isotope.

The equations may be written in simplified form in terms

of dependent variable y, parameter x and time t as:

Yl = A01 + (x1+x3+x4+x5+x6+RR)Y1 + x2yx + x ^ + A 4 1Y 4 + A 5 1Y 5

+ B(y4+y5)/(t+Et), Y^O) = 0

+ X1Y1 , Y2(0) = 0

3 7 2 + x4y± , Y3(0) = 0 (17)

Y4 = -(A41 + RR + B)/(t+Et))Y4 + x ^ , Y^O) = 0

Yc = -<A
C1 + RR + B/(t+E ))Y + x.y. , Y (0) = 100.

b b± t b b 1 b

where the remaining symbols are known constants. Data for all five

Y values are given at five times and initial values of the parameters

array are (4, .5, 2, 1.5, .2, .1, .55).
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FORSIM OPTIMIZATION EXAMPLE

SUBROUTINE UPDATE

THIS EXAMPLE USES THE FORSIM PACKAGE WITH OPTI
OBTAIN A BETTER ESTIMATE OF AN ARRAY OF CO-EFFICI
CO-EFFICIENTS ARE USED IN DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS WHICH DES
CRIBE THE CONCENTRATIONS OF RADIUM IN DIFFERENT PARTS OF TH
BODY AFTER A SINGLE INJECTION. THE ESTIMATES ARE OBTAINED B
TRYING TO FIT THE CALCULATED CONCENTRATIONS TO MEASURED DAT

SUBROUTINE SETY

INITIALIZES THE VARIANCE

COMMON/INTEGT/Y(51
/BITS2/K

; /OPTIM/OPT,PRNT,VAR

SET THE I N I T I A L CONDITIONS

DO 15 1 = 2 , 5
Y ( I ) 0

READ IN THE MEASURED DATA

IF(IMOL'T .EQ. -3) CALL READATA

INITIALIZE PARAMETERS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE JOB

IFUNOUT .EQ. -1) CALL INITIAL

SET IMTIAL CONDITIONS
USED IN STORE

IF[T .EQ. 0.0| CALL SETY

COMPUTE THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

IFdNOUT .EQ. 0 -OB. INOUT .EQ. I) CALL EQNSF

STORE THE CALCULATED CONCENTRATIONS

IF(T .NE. 0.0 .AND. INOUT .EQ. 1) CALL STORE

CALCULATE THE RESIDUALS, VJ
TIME LEFT

IF [INOUT .EQ. 2) CALL ENDRUN

PRODUCE END OF RUN PRINTOUTS

IF{INOUT ,EQ- 3) CALL ENDALL

SET THE COUNTER USED IN
INITIALIZE THE VARIANCE

SUBROUTINE EQNSF

SUBROUTINE TO SUPPLY THK DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

COMMON/BIJS1/AD1.A41,AS 1,B,ET,RR

\ /DERIVT/DYj'il
, /INTEGT/YI5)

/RESERV/T

D E F I N E E Q U A T I O N S B Y D E F I N I N G D E R I V A T I V E S I N S T A N D A R D M A N N F . P

D Y ( l ) = A 0 1 - [ X ( 4 ] + X [ 5 ) + X < 6 j * X j 3 ) * X ( , l l * R R l * Y [ n * X ( 2 ) - Y ' 2 l * X ; 7 | * Y < 1

D Y ) 2 ) = - X ( 2 } + R H j * y ( 2 » + X [ l ) * V ( i )
D Y I 3 J = - X J 7 ) t - R H ) • Y i 3 i * X ( 4 J ' Y i l ]

g?ki::m:55:l^?:i?li:5!^:5lii:;in

SUBROUTINE READATA

SUBROUTINE TO READ IN THE MEASURED DATA VALUES
YD WILL CONTAIN THE MEASURED DATA , YC WILL BE COMPUTED VALUES

COMMON/DATA/YD(25),YC!25

nLD Mt-ASURED VALUES < NOTE READ* IS A CDC UNFORMATTED READ

iOFT TISSUE
)ONE SURFACES
:OMPACT BO - I "
"ANCELLOUS

SUBROUTINE ENDRUN

I F ( X T I M E ( 2 ) . L E . 2 . 0 ) INOUT = 3

CALCULATE THE RESIDUALS AND VARIANCE

DO 5 1=1,25
F{I ) = YC( I;-YD!II

j VAR = VAR * FII]**2
VAR = VAR/16.0

SUBROUTINE TNITIAL

INITIALIZE PARAMETERS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE JOB

, - _, . L C C , D M A X , H , IPRINT,MAXFUN
/OPTIM/OPT,PRNT
J'BJTSl i ; f tDl i ,A41 , A 5 1 , B , E T , R R

ABLES

/OPTIM/O
/BITSl/ft

:AL OPT.PR

SET OPTIMIZATION PARAMETER TO TRUE
TURN OFF THE PRINTING PRODUCED BY THE FINISH |

SET PARAMETERS USED BY THE OPTIMIZER

H=.00001
DMAX=1.
ACC=O.D0l
MAXFUN=500
IPRINT=1Q

SET CONSTANTS USED IN DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

INITIALIZE THE PARAMETERS TO BE OPTIMIZED

11=4-0
2J-0.5
* '2.0

SUBROUTINE ENDALL

SUBROUTINE TO PRODUCE END OF JOB OUTPUT

COMMON/BITS2/K
/DATA/YD(25>,YC(25)

/TGR1D/TGRIDI6)

PRINT OUT THE CALCULATED CONCENTRATIOMS

PHINT 100
L = 1
DO 5 1=2,6
L4 = L + 4
WHITE I 6,J20J TGHIDJIt,JN,yC)N),N=L,Lfl)

5 CONTINUE

MEASURED DATA

PRINT 110

DO 10 1=2.6
L4 = L • 4
WRITE(6,120) TGRIDJI),{N,YD(N),N=L,L4)

) CONTINUE

PRODUCE PLOTS OF THE CALCULATED CONCENTRATIONS VERSUS THE DATA

CALL PLOTT

RETURN

,* CALCULATED VALUES *,/)

iAT)"'TIME*,Gl6.3,5(3X,*Y',I2,G10,3|)

Figure 8

User Routines for FORSIM Optimization Example
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To run FORSIM in optimizing mode,the UPDATE subroutine is

first written, as shown below, to perform the functions described

in Section 6. Although the entire set of operations could be per-

formed within UPDATE routine, we choose to supply separate routines

to clarify the individual duties. These routines are shown in

Figure 8.

Read in Section

Subroutine READDATA is called once at the start of the job

when INOUT = -3 to read the data into the storage array YD, five

values for each time. This data and equivalent computed values YC

are stored in a block /DATA/.

Initialization Section

Subroutine INITIAL is called at start of optimization

INOUT = -1. This initializes the parameters x, the constants, the

control parameters for optimization, and selects the FORSIM GEAR

full Jacobian integration method described in reference 4.

Differential Equation Initialization

Subroutine SETY is called at time T=0. This sets the

initial values in the Y array and initializes the variance and output

counter K.

Differential Equation Definition

Subroutine EQNSF defines the differential equations (17)

by computing the derivatives Y. The constants are passed through a

common block /BITS1/ for convenience, parameters are stored in /PES/

and Y and Y reside in /INTEGT/ and /DERIVT/ as in standard FORSIM.
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Computed Value Storage

Called at INOUT=1. FORSIM returns INOUT=1 only at the

five requested printout times. Thus the five computed values are

stored at this time in the array YC which parallels the data array

YD. This routine is not shown as it is so simple.

Penalty Function Section

Subroutine ENDRUN is called on completion of one integra-

tion at IN0UT=2. This computes the remaining CPU time and sets

INOUT to three if there is not sufficient time to complete another

integration and complete terminal calculations.

The penalty functions F are then computed as a simple

difference, and the variance is computed for use by the error

matrix generator.

Optimization Summary Section

Subroutine ENDALL is called on completion of the opti-

mization at IN0UT=3. This prints out the computed and measured

concentrations, and calls a routine which produces a log log plot

of calculated and computed values vs time.

Optimized Simulation Output

The output in Figures 9 and 10 shows initial and final

values of parameters and penalty functions, the associated error

matrix, and graphical output. In this case the fit obtained is

quite reasonable. The error matrix reflects the fact that the

model does not necessarily have the correct structure, and a more

suitable model should be investigated.
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F O R S I M V I •

FORTRAN ORIENTED DISTRIBUTED SYSTEM SIMULATION PACKAGE *

FOR PARTIAL AND OR ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS *

USERS MANUAL - ATOMIC ENERGY OF CANADA REPORT AECL 5821 *

AUTHORS M B CARVER AND D G STEWART , C.R.N.L./A.E.C.L. •

OPTIMIZATION OPTION INSERTED BY C F AUSTIN AND M B *,

CARVER, C.R.N.L./A.E.C.L. USER MANUAL AECL »6842 *,

Figure 9

FORSIM Optimization
Example Output

CONSTANTS TO BE READ IN THROUGH UPDATE ROUTINE

PRINTOUT TIMES ARE LISTED BELOW

0. .316E+01 .100E+02 .316E+02 .100E+03 .316E+03

PARAMETERS NAMES AND VALUES

XMETHOD= 10.000

CASE NUMBER 1 USING GEARS STIFF (VARIABLE STEP} INTEGRATION ALGORITHM WITH
INTEGRATING 5 EQUATIONS

JACOBIAN ANALYSIS

THE BEST ESTIMATE AFTER 1 ITERATIONS IS

1 .40000000E+01 2
6 -10000000E+QO 7

THE SUM OF SQUARES IS

.50000000E+00

.55000000E+00

.60822489E+03

.20000000E+01 .15000000E+01 .20000000E+00

1
6

11
16
21

.29438541E+01

.11952293E+01

.87940805E-01
-68285306E-02
.13873957E-02

2
7

12
17
22

.21811551E+02

.43108604E+01
-.50986575E+01
-.29784879E+01
-.12577799E+01

3
8
13
18
23

F(I)

-.77584911E+00
.19229942E+01
.17226583E+00

-.43893123E-02
-.92735461E-03

4
9
14
19
24

-.46077140E+01
.14107486E+01
.24451367E+01
.13264873E+01
.55850520E+00

5
10
15
20
25

.55191544E*01

.75969723E-01

.10164394E+01

.47992407E+00

.11825244E+00

THE FINAL SOLUTION CALCULATED BY VA05A REQUIRED 182 ITERATIONS, AND IS

.47522698E+00

.35023354E+00
.21154265E-01
.33021988E+00

.31966830E+01 .12620259E+01 .40029908E+00

1
6
11
16
21

.76773458E+00

.21426886E+00

.48028021E-01

.13652364E-01

.1219577BE-02

2
7
12
17
22

-.19006383E+01
.97289149E+00
.1041671OE+01

-.96946102E+00
-.12015556E+01

3
8
13
18
23

THE SUM OF SQUARES IS .43113410E+02
VA05A TERMINATES WITH ACCURACY PROBLEM
PROBABLY DUE TO CONVERGENCE PROBLEMS

-.69797278E+00
.62748215E-02
.85479624E-01
.32111908S-01
.15295932E-03

4
9
14
19
24

-.33522921E+01
.10252126E+01
.15093866E+01
.11201150E+01
.62550242E+00

5
10
15
20
25

-.34832706E+01
.99903080E+00
.15770307E+O1
.12329001E+01
.77527062E+00
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opnnrzPTJON OF PRRRTIETERS I N DIFFERENTJH- EQURTJQNS

RLKRLINE EPRTH hODEL

10

o DLO0DCCPLC)

D QLaOOCDPTQ)

A SFT TfSSUE(CRLC)

/S. SFT TrSSUECDOTB)

2 4 DONE SURFCCRLC)

+ DGhE SURF(DOTP)

« Q1PCT DOCCCtt-CJ

X CTPCT QOC<DRTQ)

. CONC DC»C<CRLC)

I CRNC D0NE<DRTR)

10
10

TIME
10

Figure ID

FORSIM Optimization Example Results
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